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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to decipher constructively a lemma of Suslin which
played a central role in his second solution of Serre’s problem on projective mod-
ules over polynomial rings. This lemma says that for a commutative ring A if
!v1(X), . . . , vn(X)" = A[X] where v1 is monic and n # 3, then there exist !1, . . . , !! $
En!1(A[X]) such that, denoting by wi the first coordinate of !i

t(v2, . . . , vn), we
have !Res(v1, w1), . . . ,Res(v1, w!)" = A. By the constructive proof we give, Suslin’s
proof of Serre’s problem becomes fully constructive. Moreover, the new method with
which we treat this academic example may be a model for miming constructively
abstract proofs in which one works modulo each maximal ideal to prove that a given
ideal contains 1.

Key words: Suslin’s lemma, Quillen-Suslin theorem, Suslin’s stability theorem,
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1 Introduction

This paper is a participation in the program of deciphering hidden construc-
tive contents in abstract proofs of concrete theorems following the philosophy
developed in Amidou & Yengui (2006); Barhoumi, Lombardi & Yengui (2006);
Coquand & Lombardi (2002); Coste, Lombardi & Roy (2001); Ellouz, Lom-
bardi & Yengui (2006); Hadj Kacem & Yengui (2006); Lombardi (2002,
2001, 2003); Lombardi & Quitté (2002); Lombardi, Quitté & Yengui (2002);
Lombardi & Yengui (2005); Mnif & Yengui (2007); Yengui (2006). This

philosophy consists in replacing some abstract objects, which only exist ac-
cording to the principle of the excluded middle and the axiom of choice, by
incomplete specifications of these same objects. This can be seen as a small
contribution to Hilbert’s program:
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Hilbert’s program. If we prove using ideal methods a concrete statement, one
can always eliminate the use of these elements and obtain a purely elementary
proof.

One principal motivation is to obtain a dynamical constructive rereading
of a lemma of Suslin (1977) (Lemma 2.3) which played a central role in
Suslin’s second solution of Serre’s problem, that is, in his elementary proof
that finitely generated projective modules over K[X1, . . . , Xn], K a princi-
pal domain, are free. This lemma says that for a commutative ring A, if
!v1(X), . . . , vn(X)" = A[X] where v1 is monic and n # 3, then there ex-
ist finitely many !i $ En!1(A[X]), the subgroup of SLn!1(A[X]) generated
by elementary matrices, such that, denoting by wi the first coordinate of
!i

t(v2, . . . , vn), we have !Res(v1, wi), 1 % i % "" = A.

Contrary to the papers Barhoumi, Lombardi & Yengui (2006); Ellouz, Lom-
bardi & Yengui (2006); Lombardi & Quitté (2002); Lombardi, Quitté &
Yengui (2002) more close to the techniques of Quillen (1976) for the resolu-
tion of Serre’s problem (it has been solved independently by Quillen (1976)
and Suslin (1976)), in which the authors use dynamical rereading of “local-
izing at a generic maximal ideal”, the goal here is to mime an abstract proof
working modulo a generic maximal ideal in order to find the hidden algorithm.
In other words, the classical proof to decipher, instead of using all possible
local rings that are localizations of a given ring, uses all possible residue fields
(that is, quotient by maximal ideals) of that ring.

In fact, the lemma cited above is the only nonconstructive step in Suslin’s
second elementary solution of Serre’s problem. In the literature, in order to
surmount the obstacle of this lemma which is true for any ring A, constructive
mathematicians interested in Suslin’s techniques for Suslin’s stability theorem
and Quillen-Suslin theorem are restricted to a few rings satisfying additional
conditions and in which one knows e!ectively the form of all the maximal
ideals. For instance, in Fitchas & Galligo (1990); Gago-Vargas (2001);
Logar & Sturmfels (1992); Park & Woodburn (1995), the authors utilize the
facts that for a discrete field K, the ring K[X1, . . . , Xk] is Noetherian and has
an e!ective Nullstellensatz (see the proof of Theorem 4.3 of Park & Woodburn
(1995)). For all these reasons, we think that a constructive proof of Suslin’s

lemma without any restriction on the ring A will enable the extension of
the known algorithms for the Suslin’s stability and Quillen-Suslin theorems
for a wider class of rings. Another feature of our method is that it may be
a model for miming constructively abstract proofs passing to all the residue
fields (that is, quotients by maximal ideals). Note that, in the literature, only
the localization at all maximal ideals, which is one of the two main aspects of
utilization of maximal ideals, has been treated constructively (see the concrete
local-global principles developed in Lombardi & Quitté (2002)).
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The undefined terminology is standard as in Kunz (1991); Lam (1978,
2006); Mines, Richman & Ruitenburg (1998).

2 A Lemma of Suslin

If a1, . . . , ak are elements in a ring B, we will denote by !a1, . . . , ak" the ideal
of B generated by these elements.

Recall that for any ring B and n # 1, an n & n elementary matrix Ei,j(a)
over B, where i '= j and a $ B, is the matrix with 1s on the diagonal, a on
position (i, j) and 0s elsewhere, that is, Ei,j(a) is the matrix corresponding to
the elementary operation Li ( Li + aLj. En(B) will denote the subgroup of
SLn(B) generated by elementary matrices.

Recall also that for any ring A, considering two polynomials f = a0Xs +
a1Xs!1 + · · · + as, g = b0Xm + b1Xm!1 + · · · + bm $ A[X], a0, b0 '= 0,
ai, bj $ A, the resultant of f and g, denoted by ResX(f, g) or simply Res(f, g),
is the determinant of the (m+ s)& (m+ s) matrix below (called the Sylvester
matrix of f and g with respect to X):

Syl(f, g, X) =

!

""""""""""""""""""""""""""#

a0 b0

a1 a0 b1 b0

a2 a1
. . . b2 b1

. . .
...

. . . a0
...

. . . b0

... a1
... b1

as bm

as
... bm

...
. . . . . .

as bm

$

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%&

.

' () *
m columns

' () *
s columns

The main properties of the resultant is that

Res(f, g) $ !f, g" )A,
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and in case A is a field,

1 $ !f, g" * Res(f, g) '= 0.

Theorem 1 (Suslin’s lemma)

Let A be a commutative ring. If !v1(X), . . . , vn(X)" = A[X] where v1 is monic
and n # 2, then there exist !1, . . . , !! $ En!1(A[X]) such that, denoting by wi

the first coordinate of !i
t(v2, . . . , vn), we have

!Res(v1, w1), . . . , Res(v1, w!)" = A.

Proof For n = 2, let u1(X), u2(X) $ A[X] such that v1u1+v2u2 = 1. Since v1

is monic, we have Res(v1, v2u2) = Res(v1, v2) Res(v1, u2) and Res(v1, v2u2) =
Res(v1, v1u1 + v2u2) = Res(v1, 1) = 1.

Suppose n # 3. We can without loss of generality suppose that all the vi for
i # 2 have degrees < d = deg v1. For the sake of simplicity, we write vi instead
of vi. We will use the notation e1.x, where x is a column vector, to denote the
first coordinate of x.

Suslin’s proof: It consists in solving the problem modulo an arbitrary max-
imal ideal M using a unique matrix !M $ (A/M)[X] which transforms
t(v2, . . . , vn) into t(g, 0 . . . , 0) where g is the gcd of v2, . . . , vn in (A/M)[X].
This matrix is given by a classical algorithm using elementary operations on
t(v2, . . . , vn). One starts by choosing a minimum degree component, say v2,
then the vi, 3 % i % n, are replaced by their remainders modulo v2. By it-
erations, we obtain a column whose all components are zero except the first
one. The matrix !M lifts as a matrix !M $ En!1(A[X]). It follows that the
first component wM of !M

t(v2, . . . , vn) is equal to the gcd of v2, . . . , vn in
(A/M)[X]. Thus, Res(v1, wM) /$ M.

Constructive rereading of Suslin’s proof: Let u1(X), . . . , un(X) $ A[X]
such that v1u1+· · ·+vnun = 1. Set w = v3u3+· · ·+vnun and V = t(v2, . . . , vn).
We suppose that v1 has degree d and for 2 % i % n, the formal degree of vi is
di < d. This means that vi has no coe"cient of degree > di but one does not
guarantee that deg vi = di (it is not necessary to have a zero test inside A).

We proceed by induction on min2"i"n{di}. To simplify, we always suppose
that d2 = min2"i"n{di}.

For d2 = +1, v2 = 0 and by one elementary operation, we put w in the second
coordinate. We have Res(v1, w) = Res(v1, v1u1 + w) = Res(v1, 1) = 1 and we
are done.
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Now, suppose that we can find the desired elementary matrices for d2 = m+1
and let show that we can do the job for d2 = m.

Let a be the coe"cient of degree m of v2 and consider the ring B = A/!a". In
B, all the induction hypotheses are satisfied without changing the vi nor the
ui. Thus, we can obtain #1, . . . , #k $ En!1(B[X]) such that

!Res(v1, e1.#1V ), . . . , Res(v1, e1.#kV )" = B.

It follows that, denoting by $1, . . . , $k the matrices in En!1(A[X]) lifting
respectively #1, . . . , #k, we have

!Res(v1, e1.$1V ), . . . , Res(v1, e1.$kV ), a" = A.

Let b $ A such that

ab , 1 mod !Res(v1, e1.$1V ), . . . , Res(v1, e1.$kV )" = J

and consider the ring C = A/J . Note that in C, we have ab = 1.

By an elementary operation, we replace v3 by its remainder modulo v2, say v#3,
and then we exchange v2 and +v#3. The new column V # obtained has as first
coordinate a polynomial with formal degree m+ 1. The induction hypothesis
applies and we obtain %1, . . . , %r $ En!1(C[X]) such that

!Res(v1, e1.%1V #), . . . , Res(v1, e1.%rV #)" = C.

Since V # is the image of V by a matrix in En!1(C[X]), we obtain matrices
&1, . . . , &r $ En!1(C[X]) such that

!Res(v1, e1.&1V ), . . . , Res(v1, e1.&rV )" = C.

The matrices &j lift in En!1(A[X]) as, say '1, . . . , 'r.

Finally, we obtain

!Res(v1, e1.'1V ), . . . , Res(v1, e1.'rV )"+ J = A,

the desired conclusion.

!

Remark 2 It is easy to see that in Theorem 1, with the hypothesis deg vi % d
for 1 % i % n, the number " of matrices !j in the group En!1(A[X]) is bounded
by 2d. Moreover, each !j is the product of at most 2d elementary matrices.
It is worth pointing out that, in Lombardi & Yengui (2005), there is an
alternative constructive proof of this lemma using only " = d + 1 matrices !j,
each of them is the product of n+2 elementary matrices. This is substantially
better than the general constructive proof we give in this paper but requires
the additional condition that A has at least d + 1 elements y1, . . . , yd+1 such
that yi + yj $ A$ for all i '= j (for example, if A contains an infinite field).
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3 A more general strategy (by “Backtracking”)

As already mentioned above, contrary to the local-global principles explained
in Lombardi & Quitté (2002), we do not reread a proof in which one localizes
at a generic prime ideal P or at a generic maximal ideal M but a proof in
which one passes modulo a generic maximal ideal M. In order to illustrate the
di!erence between the two methods, let us consider an example of a binary
tree corresponding to the computations produced by a “local-global” rereading
(for a more concrete example, the interested reader is invited to cast a glance
at the tree constructed in Yengui (2006) (page 457) which corresponds to the
computation of a dynamical Gröbner basis for an ideal in Z[X, Y ]):

1

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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))
))

))
))

))

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

In the tree above, the disjunctions correspond to a test

x $ A$
i - 1+ x $ A$

i ,

and each node corresponds to a localization Ai of the initial ring A. In order
to glue the local solutions (at the terminal nodes, that is, at the leaves), one
has to go back from the leaves to the root in a “parallel” way. Now imagine
that these disjunctions correspond to a test

x $ A$
i - x = 0,

and that each node i corresponds to a quotient Ai of the initial ring A pro-
duced by an element ai of A. One has to start with the leaf which is completely
on the right (leaf 15), that is, to follow the path 1 ( 3 ( 7 ( 15 by consider-
ing the successive corresponding quotients. At the leaf 15 where the considered
ring is A/!a1, a3, a7", the result works and gives us an element b15 $ A such
that 1 $ !a1, a3, a7, b15", or equivalently, a7 is a unit modulo !a1, a3, b15". Now,
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we go back to the node 7 but with a new quotient A/!a1, a3, b15" (note that at
the first passage through 7 the considered quotient ring was A/!a1, a3") and
we can follow the branch 7 ( 14. This will produce an element b14 such that
1 $ !a1, a3, b14, b15", or equivalently, a3 is a unit modulo !a1, b14, b15". Thus, we
can go back to the node 3 through the branch 14 ( 7 ( 3, and so on. In the
end, the entire path followed is

1 ( 3 ( 7 ( 15 ( 7 ( 14 ( 7 ( 3 ( 6 ( 13 ( 6 ( 12 ( 6 ( 3 ( 1 (

2 ( 5 ( 11 ( 5 ( 10 ( 5 ( 2 ( 4 ( 9 ( 4 ( 8 ( 4 ( 2 ( 1.

Finally, at the root of the tree (node 1), we get that 1 $ !b8, . . . , b15" in the
ring A/!0" = A. It is worth pointing out that, as can be seen above, another
major di!erence between a “local-global tree” and the tree produced by our
method is that the quotient ring changes at each new passage through the
considered node. For example, in the first passage through 7, the ring was
A/!a1, a3", in the second passage it becomes A/!a1, a3, b15", and in the last
one the ring is A/!a1, a3, b14, b15".

We can sum up this new method as follows:

Elimination of maximal ideals by backtracking 3 When rereading dy-
namically the original proof, follow systematically the branch xi $ M any
time you find a disjunction “xi $ M - xi /$ M” in the proof un-
til getting 1 = 0 in the quotient. That is, in the corresponding leaf of the
tree, you get 1 $ !x1, . . . , xk" for some x1, . . . , xk $ A. This means that
at the node !x1, . . . , xk!1" . M, you know a concrete a $ A such that
1+ axk $ !x1, . . . , xk!1". So you can follow the proof.

If the proof given for a generic maximal ideal is su"ciently “uniform”, you
know a bound for the depth of the (infinite branching ) tree. For example
in Suslin’s lemma, the depth is deg(v1). So your “finite branching dynamical
evaluation” is finite: you get an algorithm.
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